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Office of the Attorney General 
33 Capitol Street 
Concord, NH 03301 
February 6, 2024 
 
RE:  Data Security Event 
 
Arch Capital Services LLC (“Arch Services”) is submitting this notice to provide your office with 
information regarding a vendor cybersecurity event that resulted in unauthorized access to employee 
personal information (“PI”). Arch Capital Group Ltd. (together with its subsidiaries, “Arch”) is based in 
Bermuda and provides insurance and reinsurance products through its wholly-owned subsidiaries. Arch 
Services is a wholly owned subsidiary of Arch Capital Group Ltd., and provides corporate, legal, and 
other support services to Arch. This incident did not directly affect Arch or Arch Services operations or 
any of their systems, but did affect participants in Arch Services’ employer sponsored dental plan through 
its plan administrator Delta Dental. 
 
On January 24, 2024, Delta Dental informed Arch Services that it had experienced a cybersecurity 
incident which impacted the personal information of some US employees of Arch Services’ affiliates who 
participate in the plan and their beneficiaries (collectively “Plan Participants”). Delta Dental had provided 
an initial notice that they were experiencing a cybersecurity incident in June of 2023, but were unable to 
confirm that this incident affected Arch Services data or Plan Participants until January 24, 2024. Delta 
Dental serves as the plan administrator for Arch Services’ employer sponsored optional dental insurance 
plan as part of Arch’s employee benefits package for US employees. According to Delta Dental, 
unauthorized actors exploited a vulnerability in the MOVEit Transfer software application to acquire 
personal information between May 27 and May 30, 2023. Delta Dental reports it learned of the incident 
on June 1 and promptly engaged third-party forensic experts to conduct an investigation into the affected 
information.  On January 24, 2024 Delta Dental informed Arch Services of the incident and that the 
personal information of 26 Plan Participants in your state were affected. Affected personal information 
includes  

. 
 
No Arch system was impacted. 
 
Delta Dental reports that it has taken steps to remediate the incident and to help prevent similar incidents 
in the future, including by enhancing its existing cybersecurity controls. Delta has also contacted law 
enforcement and regulators concerning the incident. We understand Delta Dental is providing all affected 
individuals, including Plan Participants, with  of complimentary identity theft protection and 
credit monitoring through Kroll. We understand from Delta Dental that these notices have already been 
made or are in the process of being made. 
 
Arch regularly monitors the cybersecurity risk of their vendors and uses various means to mitigate that 
risk. The contract between Arch Services and Delta Dental contains provisions requiring Delta Dental to 
maintain safeguards to protect the confidentiality and security of employee personal information. Arch 
Services is also monitoring Delta Dental’s cybersecurity risk through its SOC 2 certifications, and will 
continue to do so going forward. Arch Services’ relationship with Delta Dental is also governed by a 
HIPAA compliant business associate agreement. 
 



 
At this time, we consider the incident to be resolved. We will update your office as to any material 
developments. 
 
Should you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact our outside counsel:












